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INTRODUCTION 

 

Ongoing review 

The requirements are continuously under review, due to the ever-evolving environment in 

which the Institute operates.  The TSSD/Legal will therefore endeavour to regularly review and 

update this guide as warranted.   

 

Approach 

Act and regulation references are hyperlinked to the relevant text, for quality testing and easing 

legibility purposes. 

 

Disclaimer 

This is purely an information service and does not constitute legal advice. The authors and 

parties related to this service will not be held liable for the misinterpretation, application or 

accuracy of the content provided by them. 
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PART 1: WORKING DAY 
 

Before you start 

This part does not apply to activities within a sectoral determination or collective agreement.  

  

Reference for requirements 

Basic Conditions of Employment Act chapter 2, working time code, earnings threshold, Small 

Businesses determination, and Public Holidays Act. 

 

1.1 Time hazards 

Regularly identify time hazards1, train, record safety risk, and adopt appropriate measures2. 

 

1.2 Threshold Employee3 working up to 5 days a week4 

Don’t allow >45h/week unless Exception (Unexpected5,<10 employees6 or Collective7) applies 

 

                                                           
1 In line with the Occupational Health and Safety Act, and any night work requirements. 
2 Including, e.g., rosters, safety-critical tasks, coping strategies, and considering family responsibilities. 
3 < earnings threshold (and not a sr manager, travelling sales regulating own hours, or working <24h/week). 
4 8 hours in any day if the employee works on more than 5 days in a week. 
5 Work needed without delay outside normal time due to issues that could not reasonably be provided for. 
6 Such employer may average ordinary hours over 4m by written agreement but may not allow >45h/week and 
must renew agreement. Does not apply if conducting more than one business or business formed by division 
or dissolution of an existing one. Bargaining council agreement or sectoral determination gets preference. 
7 Ordinary hours may be averaged over 4m by collective agreement, but may not allow >45h/week or 5 hours’ 
overtime/week. Agreement lapses after 12 months, and only applies to the first 2 collective agreements. 

https://www.gazette.co.za/library/portal_factory/Act/act.2018-05-10.2720190031/resolveuid/0ac2e125151c19d37bfde0cb0a0a1f50
https://www.gazette.co.za/library/portal_factory/Act/act.2018-05-10.2720190031/resolveuid/8321b8f541108d1ff331f69197cccf85
https://www.gazette.co.za/library/portal_factory/Act/act.2018-05-10.2720190031/resolveuid/ad15d6cfacc469f4a322130bbc38cda8
https://www.gazette.co.za/library/portal_factory/Act/act.2018-05-10.2720190031/resolveuid/2ef529c1d06f582daba6eb4b0e149367
https://www.gazette.co.za/library/portal_factory/Act/act.2018-05-10.2720190031/resolveuid/2ef529c1d06f582daba6eb4b0e149367
https://www.gazette.co.za/library/portal_factory/Act/act.2018-05-10.2720190031/resolveuid/6d6c186b81bde852d7d3501e5effe107
https://www.gazette.co.za/library/basic-conditions-of-employment-collected-regulations-1/code-of-good-practice-on-the-arrangement-of-working-time/portal_factory/Act/act.2019-04-24.4446522515/resolveuid/7cc58d92ec1405c24f15e5e25942feab
https://www.gazette.co.za/library/basic-conditions-of-employment-collected-regulations-1/code-of-good-practice-on-the-arrangement-of-working-time/portal_factory/Act/act.2019-04-24.4446522515/resolveuid/8321b8f541108d1ff331f69197cccf85


1.3 Threshold Employee working up to 5 days a week8 

Do not allow such employee to work more than 9 ordinary hours/day unless Exception applies. 

 

1.4 Threshold Employee overtime 

Only allow overtime by agreement9, avoiding >12h/day or 10 hours overtime/week, unless 

Exception or ‘written agreement’10 apply. 

 

1.5 Threshold Employee overtime payment 

Pay 1,5x wage11, or have agreement to pay ordinary wage for overtime with 30m’ time off on 

full pay per overtime hour (or 90m’ paid time off per hour of overtime)12. 

 

1.6 Threshold Employee meal intervals 

Give 1 continuous meal hour if working Continuously13 for 5+ hours, only allowing unexpected 

duties or that cannot be left unattended or performed by another14. 

 

1.7 Threshold Employee rest periods 

Allow 12 consecutive hours15 daily rest between work start and end, and 36 consecutive 

hours16 weekly. 

 

1.8 Threshold Employee Sunday payments 

Pay a Threshold Employee 2x wage for each Sunday hour worked, and do not take such time 

into account in calculating an employee’s ordinary hours of work17 18. 

 

                                                           
8 8 hours in any day if the employee works on more than 5 days in a week. 
9 Lapses after 1 year if concluded in the first 3 months of employment. 
10 To extend ordinary hours up to 15 minutes/day (but below 1h/week) to enable serving public after hours. 
11 Unless ‘<10 employees’ exception applies - 1,33X employee's wage for first 10 overtime hours/week, and at 
1,5x above that time. Does not apply if conducting more than one business or business formed by division or 
dissolution of an existing one. Bargaining council agreement or sectoral determination gets preference. 
12 Within 1 month of employee becoming entitled, or within 12m if there is an agreement to delay by 12m. 
13 Work is continuous unless it is interrupted by an interval of at least 60 minutes. 
14 Remunerate for a meal interval in which the employee is required to work or be available for work (or for 
any portion of a meal interval that is in excess of 75 minutes, unless the employee lives on the work premises).  
15 A written agreement may reduce to 10 hours if living on work premises, and given a 3+ hour meal interval. 
16 Which, unless otherwise agreed, must include Sunday. 
17 If a Threshold Employee ordinarily works on a Sunday then 1,5x wage for each hour worked, taking take such 
time into account in calculating the overtime worked. However, pay such employee the ordinary daily wage if 
the employee works less than the employee’s ordinary shift on a Sunday and 1,5 times payment is less than 
the ordinary daily wage. It is alternatively possible to agree to paid time off, within 12m, equal to the 
difference in value between the pay received for working on a Sunday and the pay the employee is entitled to. 
18 Deemed Sunday shift if falls on Sunday and another day, unless greater portion is worked on the other day. 



1.9 Threshold Employee public holiday payments 

Pay the ordinary daily wage plus amount earned19 if there is a public holiday work agreement 

and the public holiday work falls on a day not ordinarily worked20. 

 

1.10 Other public holiday payments 

Pay non-threshold employees21 their ordinary daily wage if they do not work on a public 

holiday, that falls on a day on which an employee would ordinarily work22.23 

  

                                                           
19 Unless the ‘Unexpected’ exception applies. 
20 Public holiday shift if falls over public holiday and another day, unless greater portion was on the other day. 
21 That are not senior managers, sales staff traveling to customers and regulating own hours, or <24h/week. 
22 Pay employees that work on a public holiday, that falls on a day they would ordinarily work at least double 
ordinary wage (Or, if it is greater, their ordinary wage plus the amount earned for the time worked that day). 
23 Public holiday shift if falls over public holiday and another day, unless greater portion was on the other day. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PART 2: LEAVE 
Before you start 

This part does not apply within a sectoral determination or collective agreement, or to an 

employee who works less than 24 hours a month.  

 

Consider taking legal advice: 

- on educating employees on ensuring own and others’ safety on premises, and on the 

practical need, subject to privacy rights, to inform if they believe they are sick, especially if a 

reasonable person would suspect a contagious and serious illness; and 

- before paying for sick leave, requiring a medical certificate stating inability to work for the 

duration of the absence on account of sickness or injury if an employee is absent for more 

than 2 consecutive days, or on more than 2 occasions in an 8-week period. 

 

Reference for requirements 

Basic Conditions of Employment Act chapter 3, Small Businesses determination, and Code 

on pregnancy and birth of a child. 

 

2.1 Granting annual leave 

Grant24 2125 consecutive days’ annual leave on full remuneration for each annual leave cycle26. 

                                                           
24 It is possible to reach agreement on 1 hour annual leave for every 17 hours worked or entitled to be paid.  
25 Add paid annual leave day if a public holiday falls on an annual leave day that employee would have worked. 
26 12 months with same employer following employment start or completion of the prior leave cycle. 

https://www.gazette.co.za/library/portal_factory/Act/act.2018-05-10.2720190031/resolveuid/401ab1d951319adfa040aae01dc92585
https://www.gazette.co.za/library/portal_factory/Act/act.2018-05-10.2720190031/resolveuid/2ef529c1d06f582daba6eb4b0e149367
https://www.gazette.co.za/library/portal_factory/Act/act.2018-05-10.2720190031/resolveuid/b7cd064c960336d02c2c3c7ea73eb708
https://www.gazette.co.za/library/portal_factory/Act/act.2018-05-10.2720190031/resolveuid/b7cd064c960336d02c2c3c7ea73eb708


2.2 Taking annual leave 

Ensure annual leave is taken as per any agreement27; is given28 within 6m after the end of the 

annual leave cycle29; and does not allow for work during any period of annual leave30.31 

 

2.3 Paying annual leave 

Pay leave before the start thereof32 - on termination33 pay as prescribed34  and35 in respect of 

the annual leave entitlement during an incomplete annual leave cycle. 

 

2.4 Granting sick leave 

In each sick leave cycle36, allow paid sick leave equal to the days the employee would normally 

work during a period of 6 weeks37.38 

 

2.5 Paying sick leave 

Pay, upon submission of a medical certificate39 40, an employee on the employee’s usual pay 

day and, for a day’s sick leave, the wage ordinarily paid for work on that day41. 

 

2.6 Granting maternity leave 

Allow at least 4 consecutive months’42 maternity leave or 6 weeks’ maternity leave after a 

miscarriage43 or stillbirth44 , and train employees on notification45 46 and claiming UIF benefits. 

                                                           
27 If no such agreement, then ensure annual leave is taken at a time determined by the employer. 
28 Allow leave accumulated in an annual leave cycle on consecutive days. 
29 But do not allow annual leave during other sick, family leave etc or during period of notice of termination. 
30 Despite this requirement allow leave at the employee’s written request, during a period of unpaid leave. 
31 Such leave may be reduced by occasional leave on full remuneration given at employee request during cycle. 
32 Or, by agreement, on the employee’s usual pay day. 
33 With payment instead of granting annual leave due chosen. 
34 At least the remuneration an employee would receive for working for a time equal to the annual leave, 
calculated at the rate that applied before the start of the annual leave and as per part 4 below. 
35 If the employee has been in employment longer than 4 months. 
36 36 months with same employer after employment starts or completion of prior sick leave cycle. 
37 Despite this, during an employee’s first sick leave cycle, allow one day’s paid sick leave for every 26 days 
worked and reduce normal sick leave entitlement by the number of first sick leave cycle days’ sick leave taken. 
38 Do not consider this requirement if Compensation for Occupational Injuries and Diseases Act applies. 
39 Ensure a medical certificate, requested after an absence from work for more than 2 consecutive days or on 
more than 2 occasions during an 8-week period, is issued and signed by a registered medical practitioner. 
40 However, do not withhold sick leave payment if not reasonably practicable for an employee who lives on the 
premises to obtain a medical certificate, unless reasonable assistance has been provided to get the certificate. 
41 It is possible to reduce the sick leave pay. 
42 Starting at any time from 4 weeks before the expected date of birth unless agreed otherwise, or on a date 
certified by a medical practitioner or midwife as necessary for the employee’s health or her unborn child. 
43 During the third trimester of pregnancy. 
44 Whether or not the employee commenced maternity leave at the time of the miscarriage or stillbirth. 
45 Notifying the employer in writing (unless the employee is unable) of dates they intend to leave and return. 
46 At least 4 weeks before employee intends to start maternity leave, or if not reasonably practicable, asap. 

https://www.gazette.co.za/library/portal_factory/Act/act.2018-05-10.2720190031/resolveuid/f3e85f7cb575017042ad501d8c9de918


 

2.7 Maternity protection 

Do not allow a female to work for 6 weeks after a birth47, or a pregnant employee/employee 

nursing child to do work hazardous to her or her child’s health, and consider alternative work48. 

 

2.8 Maternity risks 

Train pregnant and breast-feeding employees on hazard preventions49 and notification50, and 

review51 where pregnancy notified, and inform if a risk52 is revealed53 and determine steps54. 

 

2.9 Maternity records 

Record pregnancy notices55 subject to confidentiality laws, and arrange feeding breaks56 and 

for pregnant and breast-feeding employees to be able to attend antenatal/postnatal clinics57. 

 

2.10 Family responsibility 

58Grant59 and pay60 in each annual leave cycle, and on request, 3 days’ 61paid leave62 

when63 a child is born/sick; or spouse, life partner, parent, adoptive parent, grandparent, 

child, adopted child, grandchild or sibling passes away. 

  

                                                           
47 Unless a medical practitioner or midwife certifies that she is fit to do the normal work she does. 
48 During an employee’s pregnancy, and for 6 months after birth, offer (on terms and conditions no less 
favourable than her ordinary terms and conditions and if practicable), suitable alternative employment. 
49 In uncertainty about adjusting conditions consider an occupational health practitioner (and transfer). 
50 Encourage pregnancy notification as early as possible to ensure timely assessment and preventive measures. 
51 Keep the risk assessment for expectant or new mothers under regular review. 
52 To the employee or foetus. 
53 The possibility of damage to the health of the foetus may vary during the different stages of pregnancy. 
There are also different risks to consider for workers who are breast-feeding. 
54 After consulting the employee and her representative, if any. 
55 As required, during pregnancy and after birth. 
56 30 minutes 2x per day for breast-feeding or expressing milk each working day for the child’s first 6 months. 
57 Where there is an occupational health service at a work, appropriate records should be kept of pregnancies 
and the outcome of pregnancies, including any complications in the condition of the employee or child. 
58 Unless the ‘under 10 employees’ exception applies - such an employer may have a written agreement to 
reduce entitlement to annual leave by the number of days of family responsibility leave on full remuneration 
granted at employee's request. A bargaining council agreement or sectoral determination applies above this. 
59 For an employee in employment for more than 4 months, and who works for at least 4 days a week. 
60 Wage that ordinarily would be given for work on that day, upon reasonable proof of a responsibility event. 
61 A collective agreement may vary the number of days and the circumstances. 
62 An employee may take family leave in respect of the whole or a part of a day. 
63 Unused entitlement to family leave lapses at the end of the annual leave cycle. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PART 3: EMPLOYMENT DETAILS 
 

Before you start 

This part does not apply to activities within a sectoral determination or collective agreement. 

 

Requirements 4 to 10 do not apply to employers that employ less than 5 employees. 

 

Reference for requirements 

Basic Conditions of Employment Act chapter 4, and regulation 2, 3 and 5. 

 

3.1 When employee commences 

Provide employer64, employee65, workplace66, employment start, ordinary hours, workdays, 

wage67, overtime pay rate, other payments68, remuneration frequency, deductions69, leave, 

termination period70, and list and place of other documents that form part of contract71 details.72 

 

                                                           
64 Full name and address. 
65 Name and occupation or a brief description of the work for which the employee is employed. 
66 Indicate where the employee is required or permitted to work at various places. 
67 Or rate and method of calculating wages. 
68 Any other cash or in kind (and the value of the payment in kind) payments the employee is entitled to. 
69 Any deductions to be made from remuneration. 
70 Or, if employment is for a specified period, the date when employment is to terminate. 
71 The list and place requirement does not apply to employers that employ less than 5 employees. 
72 Also give description of any applicable sectoral determination or council, and employment with another that 
counts towards the period of employment. 

https://www.gazette.co.za/library/portal_factory/Act/act.2018-05-10.2720190031/resolveuid/b31a665f7139e091e3be15ee08088232
https://www.gazette.co.za/library/portal_factory/Act/act.2018-05-10.2720190031/resolveuid/dd5ba5c67e6f498f1b4134450ec9bc72
https://www.gazette.co.za/library/portal_factory/Act/act.2018-05-10.2720190031/resolveuid/e1d139fd569a457f8b173a1eab2de9b3
https://www.gazette.co.za/library/portal_factory/Act/act.2018-05-10.2720190031/resolveuid/1a58e9753f870675803fc6942ceba286


3.2 Revised particulars 

Revise the written particulars to reflect a change to any of the above details, and provide an 

employee with a copy of any revised written particulars. 

 

3.3 Record particulars 

Keep the written particulars for 3 years after termination73, and if an employee is unable to 

understand it, explain it in a language and manner that the employee understands.  

 

3.4 Display rights 

Display74 a prescribed statement of employees’ rights under the Basic Conditions of 

Employment Act in the official languages spoken in the workplace. 

 

3.5 Record employees 

Record75 employees name and occupation, time worked by each; remuneration paid to each, 

date of birth (if under 18); and a BCEA 2 wages and BCEA 3 attendance register76. 

 

3.6 Keep record 

Keep the employees record for 3 years77 from the date of the last entry in the record78. 

 

3.7 Written payslip 

Give a written payslip79 on each day the employee is paid, at the workplace or at a place 

agreed, during the employee’s ordinary working hours80. 

 

3.8 Payslip details 

Include in payslip employer name/address, employee name/occupation, period paid for, 

remuneration in money, amount and purpose of deduction, and actual amount paid. 

 

 

                                                           
73 Note the Companies Act  provision in this regard. 
74 At the workplace where it can be read by employees. 
75 In line with laws relating to access and confidentiality - employer who keeps such a record is not required to 
keep any other record of time worked and remuneration paid as required by any other employment law. 
76 Or some other record that contains the information set out in that form. 
77 Note the Companies Act  provision  in this regard. 
78 Do not make a false entry in a record. 
79 Keeping any copy in line with laws regarding access and confidentiality. 
80 Or within 15 minutes of the commencement or conclusion of those hours. 

https://www.gazette.co.za/library/portal_factory/Act/act.2018-05-10.2720190031/resolveuid/e386e97a6c7aed280173eca9416553a7
https://www.gazette.co.za/library/portal_factory/Act/act.2018-05-10.2720190031/resolveuid/e386e97a6c7aed280173eca9416553a7


3.9 Payslip hours 

Include81 in the payslip remuneration and overtime rate, number of ordinary and overtime 

hours worked82, and number of hours worked on a Sunday or public holiday83.  

 

3.10 Payslip averaging 

Include84 in the payslip the total number of ordinary and overtime hours worked in an averaging 

period85, if there is a collective agreement to average working time86. 

  

                                                           
81 If relevant to the calculation of that employee’s remuneration. 
82 By the employee during the period for which the payment is made. 
83 During that period. 
84 If relevant to the calculation of that employee’s remuneration. 
85 As per part 1 of this guide. 
86 Ordinary hours and overtime may be averaged up to 4m under a collective agreement (that lapses after 
12m). Employee bound by such agreement may not work > an average of 45 ordinary hours/week (or an 
average of 5 hours’ overtime/week) over the agreed period. Only applies for first 2 such agreements. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PART 4: REMUNERATION 
Before you start 

This part does not apply to activities within a sectoral determination or collective agreement. 

 

Requirements 7 to 10 only apply to minimum payments that are required in terms of the BCOE. 

 

An employee is not entitled as part of remuneration to a cash value of a payment in kind 

received87 during the relevant period or paid by employer as a contribution88 for the period. 

 

Reference for requirements 

Basic Conditions of Employment Act chapter 4, calculation of employee’s 

remuneration, and Maintenance Act. 

 

4.1 Monetary payment 

Cash, cheque or direct deposit89 Rand remuneration daily, weekly, fortnightly or monthly.  

 

 

 

                                                           
87 Or enjoyed the payment in kind, or was entitled to enjoy the payment in kind. 
88 In the case of a contribution to a fund or scheme that forms part of remuneration. 
89 EFT into account designated by employee. Cash or cheque remuneration at workplace or agreed place in a 
sealed envelope during employee’s working hours (or within 15 minutes before or after those hours). 

https://www.gazette.co.za/library/portal_factory/Act/act.2018-05-10.2720190031/resolveuid/b31a665f7139e091e3be15ee08088232
https://www.gazette.co.za/library/portal_factory/Act/act.2018-05-10.2720190031/resolveuid/45c209404ba2b42d75c7d775fdfdf205
https://www.gazette.co.za/library/portal_factory/Act/act.2018-05-10.2720190031/resolveuid/45c209404ba2b42d75c7d775fdfdf205
https://www.gazette.co.za/library/portal_factory/Act/act.2018-05-10.2720190031/resolveuid/cc75582e498836aa23e48d76875390b1


4.2 Seven days 

Pay remuneration within 7 days of completion of period for which payable, or termination90. 

 

4.3 Prohibitions 

Do not transgress the allocation91, employer purchase92, or overpayment93 prohibitions.  

 

4.4 Salary deductions 

Salary deduction must fit a written agreement specifying the amount, court order, arbitration 

award or law94; and if for loss or damage95 must relate to an employee fault in an employment 

event limited to the actual amount96 and to 25% of salary97. 

 

4.5 Benefit funds 

Deductible benefit fund98 amounts must be paid to that fund 7 days99 of deducting, and 

employer contributions100 must be paid 7 days of end of period for which payment is made. 

 

4.6 Calculate wages 

Calculate by hours ordinarily worked if deemed ordinarily to work 45h/week and 9h/ day101.102 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
90 Does not apply to any pension or provident fund payment to an employee made under the rules of the fund. 
91 Accepting any payment for an employee or potential employee for employment or the allocation of work. 
92 Requiring employee or potential employee to purchase any employer goods, products or services or from 
employer nominated business. A purchase scheme provision in a contract or collective agreement is possible if 
not prohibited by any Act, if the employee receives a financial benefit, or the price is fair and reasonable. 
93 Allowing employee to repay remuneration, or acknowledge receipt of an amount greater than remuneration 
actually received (except for overpayments previously made by employer due to an error in calculating pay). 
94 Eg, a Tax Administration Act requirement to submit a return for an employee and to collect tax on behalf of 
SARS, or when the NSF Aid Scheme Board informs an employer it must deduct an employee’s student loan. 
95 Only allowed after fair procedure that gave reasonable chance to show why deductions should not be made. 
96 The total amount of the debt must not exceed the actual amount. 
97 The total deductions from remuneration must not exceed 1/4 of employee’s remuneration in money. 
98 A pension, provident, retirement, medical aid or similar fund. 
99 Or shorter period if the rules of a benefit fund require faster payment. 
100 That is not deducted from the remuneration to the fund. 
101 Unless the employee ordinarily works a lesser number of hours in a week/day. 
102 Or 7,5 hours for an employee who works for more than 5 days/week, or the number of hours that an 
employee works in a day in terms of an agreement concluded as per part 1 of this guide. 

https://www.gazette.co.za/library/trespass-act-6-of-1959/portal_factory/Act/act.2019-04-11.3764206205/resolveuid/9b6f14f7cc4e284db5a1482b92272abb


4.7 Calculate monthly 

Calculate103 monthly remuneration as 4,33x weekly remuneration, and pro-rate a payment 

received in a particular period for a longer period (e.g. a 13th cheque).  

 

4.8 Inclusions 

Include in annual leave, payment instead of notice or severance pay cash payments made104, 

accommodation105, car allowance106, payments in kind107, and employer contributions108 . 

 

4.9 Exclusions  

For annual leave, payment instead of notice or severance pay, exclude share incentive, 

payments in cash/kind109 110 to enable work111, entertainment/relocation/education, 

gratuities/gifts, and discretionary payments112. 

 

4.10 Maintenance deductions 

Comply with a court-ordered emoluments attachment maintenance order113, including giving 

priority to payments specified in the notice114, not disclosing maintenance info115 , and 

notifying the maintenance officer as prescribed within 7 days after such employee leaves.  

                                                           
103 If remuneration is calculated wholly or partially on a basis other than time, or fluctuates significantly from 
period to period, calculate payment by the preceding 13 weeks or shorter period, if employed shorter. 
104 Except those cash payments to an employee listed as exclusions in the requirement 9. 
105 Housing or accommodation allowance or subsidy or housing or accommodation. 
106 Except to the extent that the car is provided to enable the employee to work. 
107 Except those payments in kind to an employee listed as exclusions in requirement 9. 
108 Funeral schemes, death benefit schemes, medical aid, pension, provident fund or similar schemes. 
109 Prove agreed value not less than cost to employer of providing such payment where the value of payments 
in kind is determined as a value agreed to in an employment contract or collective agreement. 
110 Prove cost to employer of providing payment in kind if value of payments in kind is determined as the cost. 
111 E.g., the payment of a transport allowance to enable the employee to travel to and from work. 
112 That are not related to an employee’s hours of work or performance. 
113 Including any later suspension, amendment or rescission thereof. 
114 Over a court order for payments from employee emoluments against whom maintenance order was made. 
115 Except to comply with the Act or when required by a court or another relevant law. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PART 5: FIXED TERM AND PART-TIME 
Before you start 

Items 1 to 5 applies to fixed term contracts that terminate on a specified event, specified task 

or project completion or a fixed date116. They do not apply to: 

- employees earning > threshold;  

- employers with < 10117 employees118; or 

- employment under contract permitted by Act, sectoral determination or collective agreement. 

  

Items 6 to 10 applies to part-time employees remunerated wholly or partly for time worked and 

who works less hours than a comparable full-time employee119. They do not apply to: 

- employees earning > threshold;  

- employers with < 10120 employees121;  

- employees ordinarily working < 24 hours/month; or  

- the first 3 months of continuous employment. 

 

Reference for requirements 

Labour Relations Act section 198B, 198C and 198D. 

                                                           
116 Other than normal or agreed retirement age. 
117 < 50 employees if business is in operation for under 2 years. 
118 Unless employer conducts 2+ businesses, or business formed by division or dissolution of existing business. 
119 Remunerated wholly or partly by reference to the time worked and identifiable as full-time by employer 
custom and practice - but not full-time employee whose hours temporarily reduced for operational reasons. 
120 < 50 employees if business is in operation for under 2 years. 
121 Unless employer conducts 2+ businesses, or business formed by division or dissolution of existing business. 

https://www.gazette.co.za/library/portal_factory/Act/act.2018-05-10.2720190031/resolveuid/62fc2dd07dff69e7d6ed0b318d765ae1
https://www.gazette.co.za/library/portal_factory/Act/act.2018-05-10.2720190031/resolveuid/892c7b5d3f6228fb03bb642524bdd5ac
https://www.gazette.co.za/library/portal_factory/Act/act.2018-05-10.2720190031/resolveuid/2ce7f30adcb6f2af4b7915050d96174c


 

 

5.1 Fixed term justifiable reasons 

Only employ on fixed term contract122 for 3+ months if limited duration work123 or justifiable 

reason124, and be able to prove contract in fact and perception justified125 and terms agreed126. 

 

5.2 Fixed term written agreement 

Ensure an offer to employ, renew or extend on a fixed term contract is in writing, and states 

the justifiable reasons127 for a fixed term contract. 

 

5.3 Fixed term equal access 

Provide equal access to opportunities to apply for vacancies, to an employee employed under 

a fixed term contract and an employee employed on a permanent basis. 

 

5.4 Fixed term justify differentiation 

Be able to prove a justifiable reason128 for different treatment if a fixed term employee129 is 

treated less favourably than a permanent employee performing the same or similar work130. 

 

5.5 Fixed term remuneration 

Pay 1 week’s remuneration for each completed year131 of the contract, on expiry of the contract  
132 and as per part 4, if employed to work exclusively on a specific long-term project133. 

 

 

                                                           
122 Or successive fixed term contracts. 
123 The nature of the work is of a limited or definite duration. 
124 Demonstrate justifiable duration, e.g. employee replacing another employee who is temporarily absent 
from work, or reaching normal or agreed retirement age applicable in the employer’s business. 
125 E.g. when averring that a non-citizen was granted a work permit for a defined period, or a student/ recent 
graduate was employed for being trained or gaining work experience in order to enter a job/profession. 
126 Party referring dispute must satisfy CCMA or council that a copy of referral was served on every party. 
127 E.g. temporary increase in work volume (not expected to endure past 12m), work exclusively on a specific 
project with limited or defined duration, seasonal work, position funded by external source for limited time. 
128 E.g. a justifiable different treatment reason may include differentiation considering seniority, experience, 
service length; merit; work quality or quantity; or other similar criteria. 
129 An employee employed in terms of a fixed term contract for longer than 3 months. 
130 Explain to employees a justifiable reason includes differentiation in terms of the Employment Equity Act. 
131 Subject to any applicable collective agreement. 
132 Such payment does not apply if, before expiry of the fixed term contract, the employer offers employment 
or procures employment with another employer, which starts when the contract ends and on similar terms. 
133 Project that has a limited or defined duration in terms of a fixed term contract for more than 2 years. 
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5.6 Part-time treatment 

Treat134 a part-time employee on the whole not less favourably than a comparable full-time 

employee doing same or similar work, unless there is justifiable reason for differentiation135. 

 

5.7 Part-time training 

Provide a part-time employee with access to training and skills development, and ensure such 

access is on the whole not less favourable than access for a comparable full-time employee136. 

 

5.8 Part-time opportunities 

Provide a part-time employee with same access to vacancy opportunities as for full-timers137. 

 

5.9 Part-time comparison 

To identify comparable full-time employees, consider full-timers employed by the employer in 

same type of relationship who perform similar work in the same workplace as the part-timer138. 

 

5.10 Part-time 

Educate employees that a justifiable reason includes that such reason is not prohibited as 

unfair discrimination by the Employment Equity Act139. 

  

                                                           
134 Considering working hours of a part-time employee, irrespective of when he or she was employed. 
135 Be able to prove any justifiable reason for different treatment. 
136 Considering working hours of a part-time employee, irrespective of when he or she was employed. 
137 Unless a justifiable different treatment reason exists e.g. may include differentiation considering seniority, 
experience, service length; merit; work quality or quantity; or other similar criteria. 
138 Consider a comparable full-timer in any other workplace if no comparable full-timer in the same workplace. 
139 Party that refers dispute must satisfy CCMA or council that a copy of referral was served on every party. 
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PART 6: TERMINATION 
 

Before you start 

This part does not apply to activities within a sectoral determination or collective agreement. 

 

A dismissed employee may dispute the lawfulness or fairness of the dismissal ito any law. 

  

Instead of giving notice, an employer may pay the remuneration the employee would have 

received, calculated as per part 4, had the employee worked during the notice period140. 

  

Severance pay as per this part does not affect an employee’s right to other amounts payable 

according to law, and is limited in cases of unreasonable refusal to consider alternatives141. 

  

Employment contracts are suspended142 if an employer is sequestrated, and employees are 

not required to render contract services, or entitled to remuneration143 or work benefits144. 

 

Reference for requirements 

Basic Conditions of Employment Act chapter 5, regulation 6 and Insolvency Act section 38. 

                                                           
140 This is often a preferable route for safety precautions against disgruntled employees. 
141 Consider explaining to employees that unreasonably refusing offer of alt work may affect severance pay. 
142 From the date the sequestration is ordered. 
143 Such an employee will be entitled to Unemployment Insurance Act  benefits. 
144 Employee whose contract is suspended or terminated by a trustee or liquidator may claim compensation 
from the insolvent estate for loss by suspension or termination before expiration, and also severance benefits. 
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6.1 Four weeks notice 

An employment terminable at the instance of a party may145 be terminated only on notice of 

at least 4 weeks146, if the employee has been employed for 1 year or more147. 

 

6.2 Prohibitions 

Termination notice148 must not be given during leave, not run with a period of leave149 (except 

sick leave), and not require employee giving longer notice than required of the employer. 

 

6.3 Exceptions 

Educate employees that contracts may be ended without notice for a legally recognised cause. 

 

6.4 Notice waiver 

Pay as per part 4 remuneration the employee would have received if working during the notice 

period, if employee gives termination notice and the employer waives any part of the notice150. 

 

6.5 Accommodation 

Give 1 month accommodation151, if an employee resides in employer premises152 and the 

contract is terminated before the employer was entitled to or by payment instead of notice153. 

 

6.6 Overtime and Sunday work 

Pay as per part 4 on termination any paid overtime or Sunday work time off not taken, and 

that the employee is entitled to, and period of annual leave due that was not taken. 

 

6.7 Annual leave 

Pay 1 day remuneration for every 17 work days worked or entitled to be paid154, on termination 

of employee employed 4+ months, for annual leave due in an incomplete annual leave cycle. 

                                                           
145 Subject to the option of payment instead of notice mentioned in the ‘before you start’ segment. 
146 1 week, if employed for 6 months or less. 2 weeks, if employed for more than 6 months but under 1 year. 
147 A collective agreement may permit the 4 week notice to be reduced to not less than 2 weeks. 
148 In writing, unless given to an illiterate employee. If an employee cannot understand the notice, it must be 
explained orally on behalf of the employer in an official language the employee reasonably understands. 
149 To which the employee is entitled. 
150 Unless the employer and employee agree otherwise. 
151 Or if it is a longer period, until the contract of employment could lawfully have been terminated. 
152 Employer accommodation situated on employer premises or that is supplied by the employer. 
153 If an employee elects to stay in such accommodation after terminated in terms of payment instead of 
notice, remuneration is reduced by a portion that represents the agreed value of the accommodation stay. 
154 Or remuneration calculated on any basis that is at least as favourable to the employee as 1 day per 17 days. 



 

6.8 Severance pay 

Pay as per part 4 employee dismissed for operational reasons155 or employer sequestration156, 

severance of at least 1 week remuneration157 for each completed year of continuous service. 

 

6.9 Certificate of service 

On termination give a certificate158 with employee full name, employer name and address, 

description of any sectoral determination or council, date of commencement and termination. 

 

6.10 Certificate details 

Include in the termination certificate of service the title or brief description of the job; 

remuneration159, and reason for termination (if the employee so requests).  

                                                           
155 Requirements based on the economic, technological, structural or similar needs of an employer. 
156 An employee whose contract of employment terminates due to sequestration of the employer. 
157 A gazetted notice may determine a different amount in case of employer sequestration– monitor for such. 
158 In the form of BCEA 5, or containing the information required by that form. 
159 At date of termination. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PART 7: DISMISSALS 
 

Before you start 

Investigate dismissal grounds and notify employee160, to prove fair procedure161 followed162. 

 

Reference to requirements 

Labour Relations Act section 5, chapter 8 and section 188. 

 

7.1 Avoid unfair dismissals 

Avoid dismissal for legal protest, legal go-slow, demand refusal163, legal action164, rights165, 

pregnancy, protected disclosure166, discrimination167, arbitrary168 or contract transfer169. 

 

 

 

                                                           
160 Dismissal for operational requirements is not covered in this guide. 
161 Pre-dismissal procedures may be dispensed with in exceptional circumstances, if reasonably cannot comply. 
162 Consider if a conduct rule that was: (i) Valid or reasonable; (ii) Known to the employee; (iii) Consistently 
applied; and (iv) Appropriately followed by dismissal for contravening it, was contravened. 
163 Refusing to accept a demand in respect of any matter of mutual interest between employees and employer. 
164 Showing intention to take action against the employer by exercising a Labour Relations Act right. 
165 Discriminating against an employee for exercising or not exercising a Labour Relations Act right. 
166 If reason for dismissal is employee disclosure within  Protected Disclosures Act parameters. 
167 If unfairly based on, but not only to, race, gender, sex, ethnic/social origin, colour, sexual orientation, age, 
disability, religion, conscience, belief, political opinion, culture, language, marital status, family responsibility. 
168 Unless it can be proven: (i) Reason based on an inherent requirement of the particular job; or (ii) Dismissal 
based on age is fair as normal or agreed retirement age reached for persons employed in that capacity. 
169 Or transfer of contract of employment in circumstances of insolvency. 
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7.2 Fair procedure 

Be able to prove170 dismissal171 as per a fair procedure clearly and easily understood, with 

consistent172 disciplinary173 rules, and for a fair conduct or capacity174 reason175. 

 

7.3 Employee notification 

Notify allegations in a form and language employee can reasonably understand; and in an 

enquiry give a chance176 to state a case and give decision177; and give dismissal reason178. 

 

7.4 Disciplinary records 

Keep records179 for each employee specifying the nature of any disciplinary transgressions; 

actions taken by the employer; and reasons for the actions. 

 

7.5 Probation period 

Determine180 the period of probation181 in advance, ensure reasonable duration182, and do 

not use probation to deprive employees of the status of permanent employment183. 

 

7.6 Probation assessment 

Assess performance during probation, and give reasonable evaluation, instruction, training, 

guidance or counselling to allow the employee to render a satisfactory service184. 

 

 

 

                                                           
170 In any dismissal that is not an automatic unfair dismissal. 
171 That show consideration to: (i) Gravity of misconduct; (ii) Employee circumstances eg length of service, 
previous disciplinary and personal circumstances; (iii) Nature of the job; and (iv) Infringement circumstances. 
172 Consistently applied to the same and other employees, and between two or more involved in matter. 
173 That state the standard of conduct required of employees. 
174 Or employer's operational requirements. 
175 Determined by the facts of the case, and the appropriateness of dismissal. Generally first counsel and 
warning. Repeats warrant warnings, that may be graded. More serious infringements or repeated misconduct 
may call for final warning or action short of dismissal. Dismissal should be reserved for cases of serious 
misconduct or repeated offences. 
176 Reasonable time to prepare the response and get assistance of a trade union rep or fellow employee. 
177 Preferably with written notification of that decision. 
178 If dismissed. With a reminder of right to refer to the CCMA, a relevant council or collective agreement ADR. 
179 Subject to laws on privacy, access and records e.g. POPI, PAIA and the Companies Act. 
180 Comply with part-time employment requirements, before considering 7.5 to 7.8 suggestions on probation. 
181 A newly-hired employee may be required to serve a period of probation before appointment is confirmed. 
182 Determined with reference to the nature of the job and the time it takes to determine suitability. 
183 Practice of dismissing employees completing probation and replacing with newly-hired is an unfair practice. 
184 Advise employee of any aspects the employer considers the required performance standards are not being 
met. If believed that the employee is incompetent, advise of the areas where the employee is not competent. 
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7.7 Probation extension 

Only extend185 probation for a reason that relates to the purpose of probation186. 

 

7.8 Probation dismissals 

Train187 employee showing poor performance188, and only decide to dismiss189 or extend the 

period after inviting representations and considering any representations190 made191. 

 

7.9 Poor performance investigation 

In procedure leading to dismissal for poor performance, include investigation to establish 

reasons for unsatisfactory performance, and consider other ways to remedy the matter192. 

 

7.10 Poor performance fairness 

In deciding poor performance dismissal fairness, consider performance standard 

contravention, and if so, consider if dismissal appropriate and employee aware193, and given 

a fair chance to meet the required standard. 

 

                                                           
185 Extension should not be disproportionate to the legitimate purpose that the employer seeks to achieve. 
186 If dismissal or extension decided, then advise of the right to refer to the CCMA or a relevant council. 
187 Appropriate evaluation, instruction, training, guidance or counselling. 
188 Be able to prove statement that performance still unsatisfactory despite reasonable time for improvement. 
189 Any person making a decision about fairness of dismissal for poor work performance during probation 
should accept reasons that may be less compelling than for dismissals effected after probation expiry. 
190 A trade union representative or fellow employee may make the representations on behalf of the employee. 
191 Advise of the right to refer to CCMA or relevant council, if dismissal or extension decided. 
192 Allow the employee the right to be heard and to be assisted by a trade union rep or a fellow employee. 
193 Or could reasonably be expected to have been aware of the required standard. 


